Wood burner inserts
DOCUMENTATION PROVIDED FOR THE USER AND THE INSTALLER, INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLATION AND
USE OF THE APPLIANCE
These appliances have been tested to the criteria of the NF EN 13229, EN 60335-1 and EN 60233 European
standards.
It is important to read all the information provided in the manual before installing and using the appliance.
We recommend you keep this manual in a safe place, even after your insert has been installed.
IT IS ESSENTIAL TO ALWAYS RESPECT APPLICABLE LOCAL REGULATIONS AND NATIONAL LEGISLATION IN THE
COUNTRY THE APPLIANCE IS INSTALLED IN

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INSTALLER
The appliances must be installed in compliance with applicable rules, installation by a qualified professional is
recommended. All local and national regulations must be complied with.
- Firstly, make sure the chimney flue is of good quality.
- Before considering connecting it, make sure the flue is absolutely clean. If necessary, have it swept.
- Extractors used in the same room or the same space as the appliance can have a disrupting effect on its operation.
- The simultaneous use of other appliances in the same space as this appliance may interfere with proper drawing
of smoke.
- Never obstruct the air inlets in the room. Place them in such a way that they are difficult to obstruct.
- These appliances are not designed to be connected to multiple flues.
IMPORTANT:
- When installing, comply with applicable regulations covering the distances of all flammable materials from the
appliance. The walls near the appliance must not include any flammable elements. If this is not the case, they must
be properly protected (use of M0 or A2-s1,do materials). A safety distance from flammable materials must be
complied with and adjusted to local rules.
- Check that the floor has sufficient load bearing capacity. If necessary, install a load distribution plate or take any
other appropriate measures.
- If the flooring is made from flammable materials it must be suitably protected using fireproof materials.
- Check the environment in which the chimney and the insert will be installed. Remove all flammable materials or
materials that are deteriorated by heat from the surrounding area (flooring, walls and ceilings), or inside the
fireplace if it is in contact with the surrounding floors, walls and ceilings.
- No flammable elements (insulation, pieces of wood, et.) should be inside the fireplace and the hood.
- The insert casing must be created using non-flammable materials. If the fireplace has a wooden mantel, its
underside must be protected using a metal band and an air space or insulation between the mantel and the band.
- Make sure the convection air circulates correctly. The convection air intake must at least be equal to one quarter
of the chimney flue cross section surface area with a minimum of 200 cm².

USER INSTRUCTIONS
The appliance must be installed in accordance with applicable national regulations in the country in which it is
installed.
Installation by a professional is strongly recommended.
- When first lighting the stove it should only be used at moderate heat to allow the parts to expand normally and
the structure to dry.

- Do not worry if smoke and an acrid smell are released the first few times the stove is used, this comes from the
paint used on the various parts.
- Before handling the door, it is imperative to open the damper (if there is one). Use the cold hand to operate the
appliance (risk of burns). Take all precautions to keep children and the elderly at a sufficient distance to prevent
accidents.
- Never make alterations to the appliance.
- The appliance must be connected to a chimney flue that is not connected to other appliances.
- Never obstruct the air intakes. The appliance takes the air it needs from the room it is in. There must always be a
good supply of air in the room.
- Only use the recommended fuel, do not use the device as an incinerator.
- Some appliances are fitted with a two-speed convection accelerating blower, other operate using natural
convection.
- Filling: Do not open the door if high flames are visible. Always open the door slowly and gradually to allow the
draught to establish itself to prevent smoke blow-back.
- Only burn dry wood.
UPKEEP:
- Have the device checked by a competent person at least once a year and, in all cases, according to the applicable
legislation in the country of installation.
- Never let ash accumulate in the ash-box until it is in contact with the grate. This would prevent it from cooling
and would cause damage to it very quickly.
- Have your chimney swept by a professional using a mechanical tool at least twice per year, including once during
the heating season.
- During the warm season following each winter, maintenance is required to protect the stove over time.
IMPORTANT:
- Do not use the appliance if an element is worn, damaged or broken. Have it replaced by your dealer or any brandapproved professional immediately.
- After long periods without use, check that the flue is not obstructed, and check the connecting pipe and the smoke
flues inside the appliance.
- The vitro-ceramic glazing radiates naturally, move all flammable materials away from it (wooden chairs, sofas,
etc.). At least 150 cm clearance in front of the appliance and 100 cm from the side glazing are recommended but
can be adjusted depending on local directives.
SPARE PARTS:
If, after years of use, some of the parts need to be replaced, contact your SUPPLIER, or any other PROFESSIONAL
WHO DISTRIBUTES OUR BRAND.
Give them the information on the IDENTITY PLATE or on the WARRANTY CARD, which should always be kept even
after the warranty has expired.
The professional will have all the parts lists and technical documentation for our products and will be able to
quickly supply all spare parts and carry out the repairs.
Never use spare parts that are not supplied by Cheminées Diffusion.
Never make alterations to the appliance.

LIABILITY
Please remember that the manufacturer’s liability is limited to the product as sold. The installer is fully liable
for the installation and commissioning according to trade practices, applicable standards in the country of
installation, and the instructions in the manual.

In order to continuously improve the quality of its products, Cheminées Diffusion reserves the right to modify its
appliances without notice.
This document supplements the appliance instruction manual. Refer to it for more detailed information, or contact your
official Cheminées Diffusion brand dealer-installer.

